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ABSTRACT 
 

Post-mortem human specimen (PMHS) experiments have correlated torso biomechanics (e.g., 
deflection and VC) to injury risk using the chestband, an instrumented flexible steel belt.  From the 
chestband, time dependent contours are derived representing torso cross-sectional shape throughout 
the impact event.  Biomechanical injury metrics are typically computed from uniaxial measurements 
between two contour points in order to develop metrics for uniaxial transducers within 
anthropomorphic test devices (ATDs).  Yet, the relationship between uniaxial deformation 
measurements and the underlying tissue response in humans is not well understood.  Prior PMHS 
experiments have suggested a causative relationship between localized posterolateral thorax loading 
and regional visceral injury, but sample size has precluded development of injury metrics specific to 
this loading direction.  Therefore, a plane strain viscoelastic finite element model was employed to 
correlate posterolateral uniaxial deformations, i.e., deflection and VCmax, with visceral (spleen) 
strain and strain energy density responses.  Model visceral geometry was also varied to simulate small, 
median, and large visceral volumes across the American population.  The model was exercised by 
applying normalized subject-specific chestband deformations to the model periphery; material 
responses throughout the spleen were determined.  Considering all simulations, Coefficients of 
Determination (R2) and the Predicted Sum of Squares (PRESS) were computed to quantify 
correlations between visceral responses (i.e., parenchymal strain, capsular strain, and strain energy 
density) and external metrics (i.e., deflection and VCmax) measured between 90° and 140° with 
respect to the anterior direction.  PRESS and R2 statistics were determined for 3 visceral anatomic 
variants, 11 angles, 2 metrics, and 3 visceral response parameters, totaling 198 analyses.  
Correlations at 140° were not significant for any metric or anatomic variant.  Generally deflection 
was a better predictor of visceral response than VCmax; peak R2 values occurred at 125° (capsular 



 

strain), 115° (parenchymal strain), and 90° (strain energy density).  Because the loading set was 
composed of only ten experiments, the PRESS statistic determined the degree to which analyses were 
generalizable to a larger population.  PRESS results indicated that deflection was a more 
generalizable metric than VCmax and that angles 115 – 125° were associated with greatest 
correlations.  These results suggested that, to measure visceral injury risk, an ATD transducer would 
be appropriately located between 115º and 125º within the thorax.  This model formulation is useful 
for parametric examination of visceral response to torso deformations measured experimentally using 
the chestband device. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

he chestband device consists of a flexible steel belt instrumented with resistive strain gages in an axially-
compensated Wheatstone bridge configuration (Eppinger, 1989).  Bridge outputs, representing band 
curvature at underlying points, are post-processed with cubic spline interpolation into two-dimensional (2D) 

closed contours for each sample time.  The post-processing algorithm RBandPC (ver. 3.0, Conrad Technologies, 
Inc., Washington DC, available from the US Department of Transportation) was validated using an 
anthropomorphic test device in sled impacts (Pintar et al., 1996).  During blunt lateral impact to the thorax and 
abdomen, external deflection from the chestband has been identified as a correlate to resulting injury (Pintar et 
al., 1997) and comparable or superior to deflections obtained from depth-limited impactors (Chung et al., 1999), 
from post-experiment digitization of videography (Viano et al., 1989), and from invasive linear displacement 
transducers (Kemper et al., 2008).   
 

Recent lateral impact studies with the chestband have identified complex multidirectional deformation 
patterns induced by narrow object vehicle intrusion (Yoganandan et al., 2008) or seat-mounted torso side airbag 
interaction (Hallman et al., 2010).  These deformations likely pose injury risk to underlying structures but a 
uniaxial measurement direction is less apparent from experimental data (Kuppa et al., 2003).  In particular, 
PMHS experiments with side airbag suggested postero-lateral interaction may induce trauma to viscera, but 
traditional lateral deformation measurements did not capture fully the thorax biomechanical response to this 
boundary condition (Hallman et al., 2010).  Consequently, a planar viscoelastic finite element (FE) model was 
developed to study the relationship between these complex external deformation patterns and internal tissue 
viscoelastic response (Hallman et al., 2011b).   

 
Previously, this planar FE model was employed to quantify visceral strain and strain energy density 

responses to 2D chestband contours from PMHS experiments.  In that study, the model was exercised by 
applying to the periphery 21 subject-specific PMHS chestband deformation patterns representing four boundary 
conditions: (a) lateral impact with close-proximity torso airbag, (b) stationary close-proximity torso airbag 
loading, (c) flat rigid lateral impact, and (d) antero-lateral oblique rigid impact. ANOVA determined that mean 
peak material responses were correlated to boundary condition (p < 0.002). Using matched-pair experiment 
injury outcomes, risk of visceral trauma corresponded to localized strain and strain energy density (p < 0.1). 

 
To translate FE results to ATD design direction, the present study coupled this planar FE model with 

chestband contours exhibiting deformations in the posterolateral region of the thorax and abdomen.  Uniaxial 
measurements in the posterolateral region were obtained from multiple angles with respect to the anterior 
direction.  Statistical analysis was completed to identify measurements most correlated to viscoelastic response 
in the underlying viscera. 

METHODS 
 
The FE model employed in this study has been described elsewhere (Hallman et al., 2011b).  The 

development and validation processes are summarized here for reference only.  Further details are available in 
the literature.  The FE model was developed from imaging data produced by the Visible Human Project 
(National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).  An image corresponding to the T1 
vertebral body level was selected to represent model geometry with the following structures: vertebral body, 
chest wall, sternum, liver, spleen, omentum and hollow intra-abdominal structures, and external “flesh” tissue.  
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Freeform curve geometries were then rendered with defined lines and arcs.  The geometry was discretized into 
11,438 elements (Fig. 1), 91.1% of which were characterized by aspect ratios < 2; 99.3% of element quadratic 
angles were between 45° and 135°.  Self-contacts were defined between all nodes to prevent self-penetration.  
Frictionless surface-to-surface contacts were defined between all intra-abdominal contents and the chest wall.   

 

 
Figure 1.  Mesh density for the median planar model. 

Geometric Variations 
Two anatomic variants were considered to identify any geometric dependencies between external 

biomechanical parameters and material responses. Visceral volumes follow a normal distribution when corrected 
for subject gender and standardized height and weight (Geraghty et al., 2004) according to Eq. 1: 

 
 Vcorrected = Vmeasured + Fht x (Hstd – Hj) + Fwt x (Wstd – Wj) Eq. 1 

 
V corresponds to organ volume, Hj and Wj are height and weight for subject j, Hstd and Wstd are standardized 
height and weight, and Fwt and Fht are correction coefficients determined by the study. The standardized 50th 
percentile male anthropometry represents Hstd = 1.76 m and Wstd = 73.0 kg. The Visible Male was determined to 
contain a 33rd percentile liver and a 47th percentile spleen in the 2D model. By assuming that organ dimensional 
changes occur proportionally in three dimensions, cross-sectional areas were scaled to the 50th percentile 
(median) male according to Eq. 2: 

 
 Acorrected = Ameasured x (Vcorrected / Vmeasured ) 2/3 Eq. 2 

 
where A represents organ cross-sectional area and V represents organ volume.  Using Eqs. 1 and 2, two 
additional models were developed from the initial model with visceral geometries coinciding with the human 5th 
percentile (small) and 95th percentile (large) liver and spleen volumes (Fig. 2).  These anatomic variant models 
were meshed similarly to the median model. The small variant model was composed of 11,382 elements, 90.0% 
of which were characterized by aspect ratios less than 2. No less than 98.5% of element quadratic angles were 
between 45° and 135°. The large variant model was composed of 11,680 elements, 90.9% of which were 
characterized by aspect ratios less than 2. No less than 98.6% of element quadratic angles were between 45° and 
135°. 

 



 

Figure 2.  Anatomic variant model variations corresponding to small (left) and large (right) visceral contents. 

Material Properties  
Material properties remained unchanged from the previous model (Hallman et al., 2011b).  For 

reference, these were selected according to the literature and from iterative tuning to published biomechanical 
experiments (Seki & Iwamoto, 1998; Carter et al., 2001; Stingl et al., 2002; Tamura et al., 2002; Behr et al., 
2003; Ruan et al., 2003).  Material models were assumed as follows: The vertebral body and sternum, rigid; the 
chest wall, costal cartilage, and costovertebral tissues, linear elastic; subcutaneous flesh, liver, spleen, diaphragm, 
and omentum, linear viscoelastic.  Final properties are given in Table 1 and were identical between the three 
model geometries.   

 
Table 1.  Material properties chosen for the planar torso model. 

Material ρ K/E G0 G∞ Poisson 
 (kg/m3) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) ratio 

Flesh 1100 0.5 0.350 0.170  
Chest Wall 1310 350 - - 0.3 
Costal Cartilage 1200 25 - - 0.4 
Costovertebral Junction 1200 50 - - 0.4 
Omentum 1100 0.5 0.054 0.040 - 
Diaphragm 1100 0.5 0.400 0.100 - 
Liver: Parenchyma 1100 0.5 0.230 0.044 - 
Liver: Capsule 1100 - 0.300 0.065 - 
Spleen: Parenchyma 1100 0.5 0.069 0.013 - 
Spleen: Capsule 1100 - 0.345 0.065 - 
      

Loading 
The model was exercised with displacement-driven loading definitions using xyphoid-level chestband 

results from PMHS experiments.  Because initial chestband contours were subject-specific due to differing 
anthropometry, e.g., chest depth and breadth, contours were systematically scaled to the model geometry using a 
customized mapping algorithm (Hallman et al., 2011a).  Surface-to-surface contact without sliding was defined 
between the FE chestband and the model flesh. 
 

Two boundary conditions involving torso side airbag loading were selected to represent multidirectional 
deformation patterns involving lateral and posterior aspects of the left hemithorax.  These left-side sled impacts 
consisted of (a) close-proximity side airbag contact with sled ΔV = 6.7 m/s, n = 4 and (b) close-proximity side 
airbag contact with stationary subject, n = 3x2 aspects (Hallman et al., 2010).  For stationary airbag contact, 
three PMHS were subjected to both right and left aspect loading; right-side experiment datasets were inverted 
about the SAE x-axis to model left-sided loading.  To maintain realistic inertial response, a planar acceleration 
field was applied to the model nodes as obtained from accelerometers mounted to the T12 spinous process 
during each PMHS experiment. 
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Output Parameters 
Material response was examined in the FE spleen, the left posterolateral visceral organ of this model.  

Three response parameters were investigated: Strain energy density (NRG), capsular principal strain (εC), and 
parenchymal principal strain (ε1).  From each simulation, the locations of peak NRG, peak εC, and peak ε1 were 
obtained.  A contiguous area encompassing the peak response element and equal to 5% of total spleen cross-
sectional area was identified; maximum response was considered to be the average material response obtained 
from this area at the instant the peak was obtained.  Biomechanical parameters of peak normalized deflection and 
VCmax were quantified at eleven angles (θ = 90° – 140°) with respect to the spine-sternum line (Fig. 3).  The 
significance, Coefficient of Determination (R2), and the Predicted Sum of Squares (PRESS) statistic were 
computed to assess the relationship between peak responses (NRG, εC, and ε1) and external biomechanical 
response parameters. The R2 is bounded by [0 1] and represented the proportion of material response variance 
for which the biomechanical parameter is predictive. The PRESS statistic quantified the degree to which the 
resulting regression may be generalized to a larger dataset; lower values indicate better generalizability.  
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Figure 3.  Measurement vectors evaluated for correlation to internal material response parameters. 
 

RESULTS 

Shown in Figure 4 are exemplar images of deformation response to two boundary conditions 
representing (a) side airbag with ΔV = 6.7 m/s and (b) side airbag with stationary subject.  Contained in Table 2 
are the significance values from a correlation matrix between maximum material responses and peak 
posterolateral metrics of normalized deflection and VCmax. Correlations were not significant at θ = 140° for any 
geometry or at θ = 135° for small viscera geometry. Further, strain energy density appeared least correlated with 
posterolateral biomechanics; results were significant only at θ ≤ 120° (115° for the small viscera geometry). 

 
Shown in Figures 5-7 are R2 values overlaid with corresponding PRESS statistics for all material 

responses evaluated in this analysis. Recall that the R2 value represents the proportion of material response 
variance for which the biomechanical parameter is predictive. Recall that the PRESS statistic quantifies the 
degree to which the resulting relationship may be generalized to a larger dataset. Therefore the best metric 
demonstrates maximal R2 and minimal PRESS. In general, the angles yielding the lowest PRESS values were in 
agreement with the angles yielding the greatest R2 values. Strain energy density (NRG) was least correlated with 
the external biomechanical parameters compared to ε1 and εC: Only for the large viscera geometry with 
normalized deflection at θ = 90° – 100° was R2 > 0.7. By comparison, capsular strain indicated highest 
correlation to biomechanical metrics for the median and large viscera geometries; parenchymal strain indicated 
highest correlation only for the small viscera geometry. 

 
With increased spleen size, PRESS and R2 values indicated improved correlations. Highest overall R2 

values were observed for capsular and parenchymal strains in the large anatomic model between θ = 115° – 125° 
(Fig. 7). For this geometry, VCmax was preferable to normalized deflection. For median geometry (Figure 6), R2 



 

and PRESS values indicated normalized deflection was preferable to VCmax, but at angles similar to the large 
geometry. Comparatively, spleen material response in the small geometry did not correlate as well with external 
biomechanical metrics. Yet considering maximum parenchymal strain, R2 ≈ 0.85 for peak normalized deflection 
and VCmax at θ = 110°. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.  Exemplar median model response to (a) dynamic close-proximity airbag and (b) stationary close-
proximity airbag. 

 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

This comparative subject-specific loading analysis demonstrated that tissue-level spleen responses are 
correlated with external thoracoabdominal biomechanics and visceral anatomic variations.  Greatest correlation 
was found between angles θ = 115° – 125° with respect to the anterior direction.  Increased size of viscera 
generally increased the level of correlation. 

 
Model response was validated to individual organ/tissue experiments and to lateral and oblique PMHS 

pendulum impacts (Hallman et al., 2011b).  .  Liver response was validated to dynamic compression tests of 
perfused whole primate livers at 2.5 s-1 (Melvin et al., 1973).  Spleen response was validated to compression 
experiments of porcine splenic tissue at 0.5 s-1 (Tamura et al., 2002).  Stress-strain and force-displacement 
results for liver and spleen simulations remained within corridors defined by the range of experimental data.  The 
isolated chest wall geometry was validated to dynamic eviscerated PMHS chest compression experiments (Kent, 
2008).  Corridors were developed from linear fit results reported from PMHS experiments and model response 
fell within experimental variability.  The complete model response was validated to lateral and oblique PMHS 
rigid pendulum impacts at 2.5 m/s, 4.5 m/s, and 6.5 m/s (Viano et al., 1989; Shaw et al., 2006).  For whole model 
response, deflection was obtained from the relative translation between opposing peripheral subcutaneous nodes 
parallel to the impact direction.  Force-deflection plots for pendulum impacts compared favorably with reported 
experimental results.  Peak forces and peak deflections were within the ranges of peaks obtained from PMHS 
experiments. 



 

Table 2.  Correlation significance between oblique metrics and material response parameters  
for three anatomic variants. 

 
 

 



 

 
Figure 5.  Coefficients of Determination (R2) and PRESS statistics for correlations between oblique 

biomechanical parameters and tissue-level responses with small (5th percentile) viscera model. 



 

 
Figure 6.  Coefficients of Determination (R2) and PRESS statistics for correlations between oblique 
biomechanical parameters and tissue-level responses with median (50th percentile) viscera model. 

 



 

 
Figure 7.  Coefficients of Determination (R2) and PRESS statistics for correlations between oblique 

biomechanical parameters and tissue-level responses with large (95th percentile) viscera model. 
 

 
 
 



 

Although a material response-based injury metric has not been developed for splenic trauma, 
parameters of parenchymal maximum principal strain, capsular strain, and strain energy density are mechanically 
justified.  In the previous analysis, three of the four highest NRG, εC, and ε1 values were obtained from 
chestband loadings which induced visceral injury in PMHS experiments (Hallman et al., 2011b).  Logistic 
regression results indicated injury prediction with these material properties; p-values at or below p = 0.1 for each 
of the material responses (Hallman et al., 2011b).  Material strain and rate-dependent strain energy density are 
important parameters of tissue failure in biological material trauma (Yamada, 1970). Trauma to renal capsule 
and parenchyma was correlated to maximum strain energy density in a viscoelastic finite element model of an ex 
vivo perfused porcine kidney (Snedeker et al., 2005, Snedeker et al., 2007). Derivations of maximum principal 
strain were correlated to neural trauma as identified by rodent unconscious time and histological evaluations 
(Fijalkowski et al., 2009). Maximum principal strain was correlated to lung contusion in blunt impacts to rodent 
subjects (Stitzel et al., 2005). The diversity of these tissues validated the extension of response criteria to spleen 
tissue. Rib fracture was not considered by the model. Rather, the generalized chest wall material was linearly 
elastic without failure. Rib fractures have been considered by element erosion (deletion) with failure strain value 
(Hayashi et al., 2008; Song et al., 2009). Yet component analysis and pendulum validation have demonstrated 
the present formulation to be sufficiently physiologic for this analysis (Hallman et al., 2011b). 

 
Visceral geometry was a determinant of the level of external biomechanical correlation. Comparing 

PRESS and R2 values, material responses in the small viscera model correlated poorly in comparison to the other 
geometries. Highest overall R2 values occurred in the large viscera model. For this anatomic variant, VCmax was 
a better predictor of maximum parenchymal and capsular strain than normalized deflection. In the median 
viscera model normalized deflection was preferable for ε1 and εC. Clinical evidence has suggested that 
splenomegaly and hepatomegaly may be associated with increased risk of trauma (Arden et al., 1981). Therefore, 
the large anatomic variant may be more relevant to injury risk determination using an ATD, suggesting that 
VCmax is most appropriate. Yet observed injury patterns (Hallman et al., 2010) were limited to 
normophysiologic specimens which may be more indicative of median anatomic variants. Therefore results 
suggested that normalized deflection and VCmax should be used concurrently in injury risk assessments. These 
parameters should be obtained from angles between θ = 115° – 125° with respect to the anterior direction. 

 
Clinical data has associated acute splenomegaly with increased risk of splenic rupture, particularly 

during infection (Putukian et al., 2008).  The large spleen model in this study was associated with increased 
parenchymal and capsular strain as well as increased strain energy density. Yet cases of chronic splenomegaly 
have not been associated with increased risk of trauma (Pottakkat et al., 2006), possibly due to fibrotic changes 
in splenic tissue composition. To address such material changes, a sensitivity analysis was conducted which 
examined the relationship between material responses (ε1, NRG, and εC) and splenic tissue material properties 
(Table 1). The chestband loading chosen for this sensitivity analysis corresponded to the most severe splenic 
trauma case. Spleen parenchymal tissue properties of density (ρ), bulk modulus (K), and shear moduli (G0 and G
∞) were arbitrarily varied by 50% (± 25%).  Results of this analysis are shown in Figure 8. All material 
response parameters were most sensitive to K, a finding in agreement with the literature (Shen et al., 2008). 
Strain energy density was highly sensitive to ρ, but this was due primarily to the derivation of this response 
parameter. Increased G0 and G∞ induced increases in capsular strain and decreases in parenchymal strain. In 
light of this analysis, material property changes induced by chronic splenomegaly likely included increased shear 
and bulk moduli. Splenic capsular material changes were not addressed by this analysis but likely include similar 
fibrotic stiffening. Computational analysis has suggested a stiffening relationship between biological tissue 
perfusion and material bulk response (Bilston, 2002). Therefore during acute splenomegaly, capsular material 
changes would be unlikely, but inflammation may increase the parenchymal bulk modulus (K), elevating both 
capsular and parenchymal strains. 

 



 

 
Figure 8. Maximum material response sensitivity to spleen parenchymal tissue properties. 
 
Few analyses have addressed biomechanical and injury response to posterolateral loading of the thorax 

or abdomen.  One study varied impact angle to 105° with respect to anterior for anthropomorphic test device 
validation and quantified only spinal accelerations (Morgan & Waters, 1980). A more recent study addressed 
similar objectives but quantified deflection and stiffness at 105º (Subit et al., 2010).  Similarly, crashes resulting 
in 4 - 5 or 7 - 8 o’clock principal directions of force are rarer than other lateral impact variants (Dischinger et al., 
1993).  Therefore, the side airbag loading utilized in the present study may represent a common posterolateral 
thoracic and abdominal loading mechanism in the contemporary vehicle fleet. 

 
The model did not differentiate between peak deflection and VCmax as predictors of visceral injury.  

These results are consistent with cadaveric experiments (Hallman, 2010).  This suggested that, for this 
posterolateral boundary condition, both are appropriate. A study of anterior PMHS loading reported a similar 
conclusion (Kent et al., 2001). Specifically, it was observed that VCmax injury criteria (thresholds) were 
exceeded in conjunction with normalized deflection criteria in all dynamic loading scenarios.  Therefore, as 
current procedures suggest that both metrics be quantified in vehicle crashworthiness assessments, these results 
support such a practice. 

 
The limitations of this study include the plane strain model formulation.  This formulation constrained 

element deformations to planar response only. This approach has been employed previously for computational 
examination of thoracoabdominal injury response with chestband contours (Campbell et al., 2005).  Further, the 
homogenous treatment of splenic tissue in this study did not consider devascularization injuries seen clinically 
(Madoff et al., 2005). Yet devascularization is rare in absence of other parenchymal damage to which the model 
composition was sensitive (Arden et al., 1981). Similarly, rib fracture was not considered by the elastic chest 
wall model. This injury pattern, although present in PMHS subjects, was not necessarily unique to the boundary 
condition, and visceral shearing by fractured rib ends represents a self-evident injury mechanism. Finally, as 
with all computational models of trauma, assumption with regard to material models may affect results. Complex 
nonlinear tissues were assumed to be linear elastic and viscoelastic materials such that study aims were 
achievable.  Previous studies have suggested linear viscoelasticity and elasticity to represent an appropriate 
material model for impact (Shen et al., 2008; Fijalkowski et al., 2009). 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
A planar viscoelastic finite element model was coupled to subject-specific chestband contours to 

evaluate metric and measurement direction most correlated to internal tissue response.  This study suggested that 
normalized deflection and VCmax should be used concurrently in injury risk assessments. These parameters 
should be obtained from angles between θ = 115° – 125° with respect to the anterior direction. 
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